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WESTERN EUROPE MARKETS – ACTUARIAL 

 
Title: Junior Reserving Analyst 

Hiring Manager: Reserving Manager - Portugal  

International Location(s): Portugal 

Apply before: September 30 

If you are interested in, please contact with Rita Aires– Talent Advisor rita.aires@libertyseguros.pt 

 
 
Summary: 

Support the business’s profit, growth and operational objectives as part of the wider Western Europe Markets 
P&C / Non-Life Reserving team. Performing advanced actuarial analyses in areas such as: Reserving, Data 
Quality, Regulatory Reporting, Business Planning and Solvency II.  Provide consultation to senior managers and 
other managers and staff regarding actuarial, finance, planning, and other analysis for areas impacting the 
business. 
 
 
Responsibilities: 

 Deliver accurate and timely reserving analysis and results to facilitate informed decision making by 
senior management on a regular cycle; 

 Assist in the calculation of Solvency II Technical Provisions and co-ordination of Actuarial QRT 
regulatory reporting; 

 Identify data requirements and quality issues for analysis, tool development, reporting and decision 
making; Ensure the organization uses them effectively and enhance capabilities to reach profit and 
growth objectives; 

 Provide clear and concise communication of technical actuarial work to technical/non-technical 
audiences; 

 Retrieve, understand and manipulate data and perform rigorous validation as it relates to assigned and 
related projects; 

 Maintain clear and concise documentation of methods and activities; 
 Provide technical assistance and information to other departments, maintaining a high level of 

customer support; 
 Help to develop and deliver key large-scale actuarial projects across WEM including Group initiatives; 
 Support other actuarial and financial management activities as required, including capital planning and 

broader operational support to Claims and Underwriting. 
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Qualifications required 

 Bachelor's degree or Master’s in Actuarial Science required. 
 
 

Required Experience & Technical Knowledge 

 Minimum 1-3 years relevant experience required 
 MS Office proficiency, with solid Excel skills and SAS and/or other programming skills are essential 
 Prior experience and knowledge of basic actuarial techniques and standards and insurance operations 
 Prior Reserve modelling experience is desirable 
 Proven math and analytical skills, as normally acquired through the pursuit of a bachelor’s degree in 

Mathematics, Statistics, Economics, Actuarial Science, or related field 

 
Competencies 

 Highly motivated with a genuine interest in learning about General Insurance 
 Ability to exercise discretion, and apply independent judgment and critical thinking skills in execution 

of assignments 
 Strong English language skills (verbal and written) required; 
 Good interpersonal skills and the ability to work in a team environment as well as independently; 
 Excellent communication, negotiation and relationship building skills with and ability to work with 

different hierarchical levels in the Company; 
 Good problem solver that can comfortably tackle different business problems; 
 Ability to balance multiple projects/tasks to ensure timely delivery of accurate results; 
 Acts with integrity, confidence and accountability at all times. 

 


